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The Retirement For Cause (RFC) inspection system uses both eddy current 
and ultrasonics for the real-time inspection of gas turbine engine 
components. The ultrasonic inspection module uses a squirter technique to 
couple the ultrasound to the engine part. The current flaw detection 
requirement for the ultrasonic system is 0.020 inch diameter, mal-oriented, 
penny-shaped, internal voids and extensive testing has shown that the 
squirter technique is comparable to immersion for the detection of these 
type defects [1,2]. The signal-to-noise ratio is nearly the same for both 
techniques with only occasional water noise signals occuring in the squirter 
technique. Additionally, on complex geometries, low amplitude reflections 
from the nozzle are sometimes present. A typical scan of a bore of an 
engine part (see Figure 1) has approximately 40,000 A-scans with each A-scan 
having 300-1000 digitized points; thus even an occasional noise signal can 
add up to many false indications over the course of an entire scan. For 
example, using the above numbers a noise signal 0.01% of the time would 
result in 2000 "flaw indications" in one scan. To help reduce the number of 
noise-induced flaw indications, an algorithm has been developed to allow the 
system to distinguish between a signal from an actual defect and one induced 
by stray reflections, electrical, or water noise. 
The trained human observer has relatively little difficulty dis-
tinguishing an actual flaw signal from other noise. For an engine part 
rotating about the transducer some attributes of a true defect signal are: 
1) it is present for more than one A-scan, 2) its amplitude increases and 
then decreases as the defect passes through the ultrasound, and 3) the 
temporal postion of the signal progresses regularly as the defect moves past 
the ultrasound. The photograpnhs in Figure 2 show reflections from a 0.032 
inch diameter, penny-shaped void. Each photograph represents a 0.5 degree 
movement of the engine part. The temporal shifting of the flaw signal is 
evident. A standard averaging technique could make use of the fact that the 
defect signal is present for more than one A-scan, while the presence of the 
noise signal is more or less random. But since the defect signal shifts in 
time the averaged amplitude of the signal would be severely degraded. With 
the type of flaw detection requirements that the RFC system has, no 
degradation of the signal amplitude can be tolerated. It would be 
desirable to incorporate one or both of the other two observations noted 
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above along with a standard averaging technique. For the RFC system an 
averaging technique has been developed that ultilizes both 1) and 3) above. 
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Figure 1. - A typical gas turbine engine part. The ultrasonic scan 
would inspect the shaded area. 
It is easily seen that the temporal shifting of a defect signal is due 
to the defect moving closer to (or away from) the transducer as the part 
rotates. If this shifting is constant and fairly independent of flaw depth, 
then an algorithm that makes use of this shift could be implemented into an 
automatic inspection system for real time inspections. Early in the RFC 
program empirical data showed that the amount of shift of the flaw signal in 
time was nearly constant as a function of angular movement of the engine 
part. Additionally, data showed that this shift was the same regardless of 
the flaw depth. These results are easily verified analytically and can be 
seen in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows a simple approximation to the path 
taken by the ultrasound when inspecting the bore of an engine part. The 
transducer is offset from the center of the part so that a 45 degree shear 
wave is created in the part. The path segment labled "A" is the portion of 
the ultrasound path that changes as the part rotates. Figure 4 shows graphs 
of the metal-path-length of the ultrasound for detection of defects at 
depths of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 inches respectively. The horizontal axis is the 
angular movement of the part (labelled 11 0:.. 11 in Figure 3). The point on each 
curve labled "maximum amplitude" is the angle where the defect intersects 
the "center line" of the transducer beam. Note that the constant shift only 
occurs because of the 45 degree propagation of the ultrasound. 
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Figure 2. - The four photographs show the reflection from a 0.032 inch 
diameter, mal-oriented, penny-shaped void 0.6 inches below 
the surface of the part. Each photograph represents a 0.5 
degree rotation of the part. The temporal shift of the 
signals is easily seen. 
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Figure 3. - A ray tracing of the ultrasonic path into an engine bore of 
3.2 inch radius. The path length "A" changes as the part 
rotates. 
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Figure 4. - These three curves show the change in ultrasonic metal-path 
length as the part is rotated for defects of 0.5, 1.0, and 
1.5 inches below the surface. Note that a large segment of 
each curve is nearly linear and the slope of all these 
linear regions is nearly the same. 
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The previously discussed results allowed for the creation of an 
algorithm that takes into account the temporal shifting of the defect signal 
while averaging successive A-scans. This algorithm is called a "time 
shifted moving average"; the moving average refers to the fact that as each 
new A-scan is received the oldest A-scan is removed from the averaged 
result. It must be stressed that it is necessary for all of the conditions 
previously discussed to hold true in order to implement a time shifted 
moving average algorithm. If the temporal shift was depth dependent 
extensive testing would be necessary within the algorithm to classify the 
temporal shift according to depth. If the amount of shift could only be 
calculated (and was not a constant) then a substantial amount of computer 
time would be necessary to calculate how much to shift the data. Both of 
these conditions would sufficiently slow down the algorithm to prevent real 
time scanning using the averaging technique. 
The time shifted moving average was to be implemented using a high 
level language without the use of an array processor. Because of these 
constraints, the goal was to discover an algorithm that required a minimum 
number of arithmetic operations, and to limit the operations to addition and 
subtraction since the microprocessor used could perform these relatively 
quickly. The microprocessor could also move blocks of memory quickly 
relative to the manipulation of individual bytes or words. Memory was not a 
problem and could be sacrificed if the result was an increase in performance 
of the algorithm. Besides performing the moving average to reduce noise, 
the algorithm would also have to perform threshold detection on the averaged 
data. 
Central to the moving average algorithm is a buffer which will be 
referred to as the accumulator. The accumulator holds the summation of the 
most recent A-scans. If the moving average was expected to average, for 
example, five A-scans then the accumulator would contain the summation of 
the five most recent. Each location (the A-scans are digitized at 50 MHz so 
each location represents digitized A-scan data twenty nano-seconds apart) 
within the accumulator can hold 16 bits worth of information. The A-scans 
have only eight bits of resolution so the accumulator can contain the 
summation of up to 256 A-scans without overflowing. 
Before an A-scan is added, the accumulator is shifted a specified 
number of locations to the right. This shift takes into account the change 
in time-of-flight of any flaw indications represented in the A-scan. The 
amount shifted is directly proportional to the expected change in 
time-of-flight. The accumulator is shifted by performing a block move so 
that the first word in the accumulator (the first digitized datum point in 
the A-scan) now appears at location N+1 where N is proportional to the time 
shift. Location 1 through N-1 are then set to zero. Once shifted, the 
current A-scan is simply added to the accumulator. Location one of the 
A-scan is added to location one of the accumulator, then location two, etc. 
Once the current A-scan is added, the oldest A-scan summed in the 
accumulator must be subtracted. This requirement demands that all incoming 
A-scans must not only be added to the accumulator but also be saved in 
memory so they may be later subtracted. This is accomplished by keeping a 
FIFO queue of A-scans whose length is equal to the number of A-scans 
maintained in the accumulator. Because the accumulator has been shifted 
several times since the oldest A-scan was first added, the first location of 
the saved A-scan (A-scan(n)) must be subtracted from a several-times shifted 
location (A-scan(n+total_shift)), This location equals the number of 
A-scans averaged times the number of locations shifted per A-scan. 
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As each subtraction is completed, the result is compared to a threshold 
limit. However, the result does not yet represent an averaged point within 
the A-scan since it has not been divided by the number of A-scans present 
within the accumulator. To avoid the time consuming operation of division 
for every location, the threshold value is initially multiplied by the 
number of A-scans accumulated. 
The above process of adding A-scans to a shifted accumulator, storing 
the A-scans in a FIFO queue and subracting the oldest A-scan from the 
accumulator is repeated as new A-scans are obtained for processing. 
The algorithm was developed and tested. To summarize, the steps in the 
algorithm are: 
1) Read the A-scan data from the digitizer. 
2) Shift the data in the accumulator buffer by one shift. 
3) Add the new A-scan to the accumulator buffer. 
4) Subtract the oldest A-scan from the accumulator buffer. 
5) Search through the accumulator buffer for a peak above a 
threshold level that could signify a flaw. 
6) Go to step 1. 
Through efficient software design this algorithm executes the time 
shifted moving average algorithm fast enough to allow real time processing 
of the ultrasonic data even though a high level language was used. Figure 5 
shows a curve of the effective "rep rate" - the number of A-scans processed 
per second, as a function of the A-scan buffer size. Using a spatial 
sampling (number of A-scans per inch) sufficient to detect the 0.020 inch 
diameter penny-shaped voids, the scan rate for a 0.5 inch thick bore is 
approximately 1.25 inches per second when using the time shifted moving 
average. 
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Figure 5. - The effective A-scan rep rate of the time shifted moving 
average as a function of buffer size. 
An example of the power of the time shifted moving average is shown in 
Figures 6 and 1. Figure 6 shows four rectified, low-pass filtered (video) 
A-scans of a 0.032 inch diameter, mal-oriented, penny-shaped void 0.60 
inches below the surface. A-scans number 2 and 3 also have a large water 
noise spike in them. The time shifted moving average algorithm was applied 
to these four A-scans and produced the averaged A-scan shown in Figure 7. 
The water noise signal amplitude has been reduced by about a factor of six 
whereas the void signal amplitude has not been reduced at all. This is a 
very significant reduction of the noise signal and occurs even though the 
noise was present in two of the four A-scans. 
Figure 6. - These four photographs show video signals from a 0.032 inch 
diameter void 0.6 inches below the surface. Each 
photograph represents a 0.5 degree rotation of the part 
containing the void. Notice the large water noise spike in 
photographs 2 and 3. 
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The resultant ultrasonic signal after being processed 
through the time shifted moving average algorithm. Note 
the reduction of the noise signal. 
An algorithm that makes use of the temporal shifting of the ultra-
sonic signal from an actual defect as the defect moves past the trans-
ducer has been developed. This algorithm is very effective in reducing 
the amplitude of unwanted random noise signals while preserving the 
amplitude of actual defect signals. This algorithm has been implemented 
into the RFC ultrasonic inspection system and allows for the real time 
detection of worst case mal-oriented, penny-shaped voids in gas turbine 
engine components. 
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